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Abstract 

East African soccer is associated with deeply held 
beliefs in magic, superstition and rituals. In some 
cases, a team attributes match outcome to the 
superiority of the magician consulted before the game 
rather than to the known ingredients of performance 
such as technical, tactical, physical and psychological 
abilities. Team officials, fans and even players employ 
all manner of talismans, mediums, rituals and 
practices steeped in magic or witchcraft to triumph 
over their opponents. Some of the common practices 
include players donning lucky boots, jerseys, and shin 
guards, planting animal body parts on the pitch, 
wearing good luck symbols and applying stadium 
entry rituals, among others. This article endeavors to 
examine the practice and significance of magic and 
rituals in the East African Game by drawing on 
examples from different parts of Kenya, Tanzania, 
Uganda and Rwanda.  

Keywords: Attribution, Superstition, Juju, Sports 
Performance, Witchcraft, East African Football, 
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Introduction 

East African soccer is associated with deeply held 
beliefs in magic, superstition and rituals (Brulliard 
2010). In some cases, the match outcome is attributed 
to the superiority of the magician consulted before the 
game rather than to the known ingredients of 
performance such as technical, tactical, physical and 
psychological abilities. This firm belief in magic or 
Juju, as it is popularly referred to, has led to violence 
and deaths at key matches (Vesely, 2004). It is 
interesting that the sphere of sports science and that of 
magic run parallel in East African soccer to the 
disbelief of many scientists and elite African players 
(Schatzberg, 2006). For people schooled in the 
western scientific methods of knowledge pursuit and 
discovery, the idea of players relying on witchcraft to 
win matches is bizarre. However, there is a real dual 
belief system regarding the significance of scientific 
training principles driving sporting success and that of 
depending on a supernatural power to twist the 
outcome in a team’s favor in East Africa as well Africa 
as a whole. Indeed, the dependence on witchcraft and 
the ensuing discussions about the proceedings of 
matches and the match outcomes generate interesting 
and fascinating story lines that have endeared the sport 
of soccer to many people on the African continent 

(Brulliard, 2010; Schartzberg, 2006). Indeed, the 
determinants of human athletic performance have long 
been a challenging field of study in sport sciences, 
hence the open invitation for competing explanations 
for sporting success.  
Performance excellence in soccer is an enormously 
complex multifactorial phenomenon, and is 
determined by numerous intrinsic (e.g., genetics, 
motor behavior, physiological and psychological 
profile) and extrinsic factors (e.g., training, nutrition, 
development opportunities and overall health 
conditions) as well as by the interaction between them 
(Kiss et al., 2004; Njororai, 2000; 2004; 2007a, b; 
2012; 2013; 2016; 2017b; Tucker and Collins, 2012). 
Although it is impossible to set a unique formula to 
make anyone become a successful soccer player, it is 
widely accepted that any individual, who is highly 
committed and dedicated to training improves in 
performance. Thus, sports scientists continually focus 
on proximate explanations for great athletic 
performance—or, how an athlete interacts with his or 
her environment (e.g. diet, training) to attain some 
capacity for success. By understanding how the 
environment shapes athletes, one can manipulate 
environmental conditions to optimize athletic 
performance (Wilson et al., 2017). Despite this 
manipulation of environmental factors, there still lies 
the challenge of predicting how each athlete responds 
to the prevailing conditions. East African football 
provides rich examples of how various individuals 
subscribe to several different modes of causality at the 
same time. In the realm of soccer, the scientific 
method can be used to isolate the practices and 
procedures that bring consistent success. Once these 
factors are known, officials and players can apply 
them to improve performance (Njororai, 2000; 2004; 
2007a, b; 2012; 2013; 2016; 2017b; Schatzberg, 
2006).   
On the other hand, athletes, at all levels, rely on 
superstitions to enhance their performance (Brulliard, 
2010). Superstitions are defined as acting as though 
there is, or believing there is, a cause and effect 
connection between certain behaviors and positive 
outcomes where there is no rational direct association 
(Churchill, Taylor, and Parkes, 2014). Superstitions in 
sport have also been defined as “actions which are 
repetitive, formal, and sequential, distinct from 
technical performance, and which the athletes believe 
to be powerful in controlling luck or external factors” 
(Womack as cited in Bleak and Frederick, 1998, p. 2). 
Due to the repetitive aspect of superstitions, the term 
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“ritual” has been used to represent superstitious 
behaviors by some authors (Ofori, Biddle, and 
Lavallee, 2012).  
Superstitions are also related to pre-performance 
routines, in that both are repetitive, formal, and 
sequential (Foster, Weigand, and Baines, 2006). 
However, there are differences between them. Pre-
performance routines are learned techniques, usually 
developed by a professional or a sport psychologist, 
which athletes intentionally use to enhance 
performance (Bleak and Frederick, 1998). Pre-
performance routines give the athlete a sense of 
control over the situation and are structured to give the 
athlete purpose by aiding in the execution of specific 
tasks or skills. Superstitions are not pertinent to a 
specific task or skill (Cohn, 1990). Therefore, 
superstitions and rituals may feel controlling to the 
athlete who also gives special, magical significance to 
superstitious rituals (Burke et al., 2006).  
In their experiment with 20 male basketball players, 
Foster, Weigand, and Baines (2006) showed that free-
throw performance influenced by superstitions was 
better than free-throw performance influenced by pre-
performance routines in the short term. When the 
superstitious behavior was removed, participants 
experienced increased acute emotional disturbance 
and agitation and poorer performance. However, with 
the addition of a pre-performance routine, 
performance returned close to baseline or almost equal 
to performance with a superstition. This implies that 
for those who firmly believe in superstition, it has 
some psychological benefits especially at the 
emotional and confidence level. 
According to Donti et al. (2007), distinguishing 
superstitious beliefs and behaviors from religious 
beliefs (e.g., ‘pray for success before each game’), 
habitual behaviors (e.g., ‘snacks-energizers before 
contests’), and pre-performance routines (e.g., ‘music 
during warm up’) can be difficult as the line of 
differentiation is often weak and poorly defined. For 
example, uttering a prayer consistently before a match 
may be an expression of religious beliefs. However, it 
may also have a superstitious background if the athlete 
feels that luck will fade if a prayer is not said. 
According to Donti et al. (2007), on the other hand, 
praying may not be representative of religious or 
superstitious beliefs but only an example of habitual 
behavior without any thought given to the “super-
natural”.  
 
Magic in the East African Context 
East Africa includes Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, 
Rwanda and Burundi. Each of these countries have 
several different ethnic groupings with distinct 
cultural differences including varied forms of deeply 
held religious beliefs (Mbega, 2016). Across the 

region, there is a large population of both Christians 
and Muslims, while a significant number are 
traditionalists too (Igwe, 2004). Sport is a microcosm 
of a society in which it is practiced. It is, therefore, 
imperative to place magic or sorcery in sport within 
the larger context of magic/witchcraft in East African 
societies. Indeed, East African witchcraft beliefs and 
practices are alive and aware of the basic rhythms of 
the world and engage in creative ways with novel post-
colonial realities (Sanders, 2003). It is apparent that 
the introduction of football in East Africa by Christian 
missionaries and schoolteachers entailed inculcating 
moral superiority of western religion over traditional 
practices. The missionaries looked at traditional 
practices as pagan, backward and retrogressive. 
During these early times, missionaries used football 
matches for instructional purposes including praying 
to God for protection and blessing before a 
competitive match. 
However, as Sanders (2003) argues, people are not 
simply overrun by global structural inevitabilities. 
They tend to resist, creatively accommodate and 
selectively appropriate new styles, symbols, and 
structures of meaning. According to Gaonkar (1999, p. 
16), “The interaction between global and local cultural 
interstices becomes highly creative sites where people 
make themselves modern, as opposed to being made 
modern by alien and impersonal forces.” People 
actively modify new practices to suit their own 
lifestyles and traditions. Therefore, witchcraft is a 
prevalent belief and practice within the East African 
region parallel to the western and Asian religious 
practices. It permeates and controls the thinking, 
perception and lives of nearly all peoples, both 
educated and non-educated (Igwe, 2004). It is an 
integral part of East Africa’s traditional religious 
heritage. 
Indeed, on the soccer scene, it is common to see 
players pray before the start of the match even today 
(Leseth, 1997; Pannenborg, 2010; Vesely, 2004).  The 
appeal to the supernatural provides a calming 
assurance in terms of safety during the match and a 
blessed expectation that all will be well because God 
answers prayers. Alongside the religious beliefs, there 
is also widespread belief in witchcraft, sorcery and 
magic or what is collectively referred to as ‘juju’ or 
‘muti’. Team officials, fans and players employ all 
manner of talismans, mediums, rituals and practices 
steeped in magic or witchcraft to triumph over their 
opponents. Some of the common practices include 
players donning lucky boots, jerseys, shin guards, 
planting animal body parts on the pitch, sprinkling 
snake blood, skipping over corpses, smearing 
themselves with concoctions before shaking hands 
with their opponents, among others. At the core of the 
practice of juju is a belief system whereby specialists 
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use plants, herbs, fetishes, animals, spirits and rituals 
to attain certain goals in a sporting competition. 
According to Pannenborg (2010), there are different 
forms of juju in football. Some examples of juju 
include a concoction containing for instance the head 
of a cat, a needle and a piece of paper with the names 
of the opponent team players buried on the pitch or 
near the entrance to the stadium. Another example is 
where spirits purportedly appear on the pitch to disrupt 
play as for example a goalkeeper seeing more than one 
ball or instead of seeing a ball, he sees a lion coming 
so he ducks instead of catching it.  
Other manifestations of witchcraft include lightning 
striking and killing only members of one team and 
their supporters, while the other team is not affected. 
In December 2018, a Kenyatta University soccer 
player was killed by lightning while celebrating a goal 
in Busia, Western Kenya. Six other players were 
injured (Star, 2018). Similarly, Tanner (1998) reported 
a situation where lightning killed all eleven players of 
a visiting team in Eastern Democratic Republic of 
Congo, while leaving the hosts unscathed.  In a 
similar, though less deadly, incident in South Africa 
over the same weekend, six players from a local team 
were hurt when lightning struck the playing field 
during a thunderstorm. In all cases, the lightning 
strikes were attributed to witchcraft. These episodes 
associated with witchcraft are prevalent in African 
soccer. 
Juju is considered an African secret (Brulliard, 2010) 
as it is not widely discussed and teams do not openly 
admit to its usage (Pannenborg, 2010). To the 
practitioners, Juju is aimed at weakening the opponent 
team to give one’s team more chances in winning the 
match. According to Vesely (2004), soccer teams, 
from local to national are always looking for an extra 
edge, a sure –fire way to win the next game. But if this 
has worked anywhere, it is certain that East African 
teams have lacked this “edge or sure-fire” way of 
winning at the African Cup of Nations (AFCON). 
However, poor performance at the AFCON does not 
negate the belief and efficacy of applying juju as a 
preparatory ritual for competitions. As a belief, Juju 
supposedly brings luck to one team and bad luck to the 
other. This belief that juju can help one team score 
goals and stop the other one from scoring is a whole 
industry. It is an industry where spirit- mediums claim 
they can simultaneously lock your goal while opening 
that of the opposing team (Niehaus, 2015 and Vesely, 
2004). When one team finds out the type of juju of the 
other team, they can prepare themselves and neutralize 
the other team’s juju. The team that wins is perceived 
to have a more powerful magician compared to that of 
the losing team. However, consultations with the 
magician is done in secret to avoid counter 

interventions from the opposing team. That is why 
people are often reluctant to talk openly about it.  
It is evident that some of the violence in East African 
football are also juju-related (Pannenborg, 2010).  For 
example, a match between archrivals Gor Mahia and 
AFC Leopards of Kenya in 2010, led to seven deaths 
because of a stampede occasioned by overcrowding at 
one gate, as it was perceived to be the only “lucky” 
entry (Menya, 2010). These two clubs have a historical 
rivalry that brings the nation to a standstill (Njororai, 
2017a). Although official investigations blamed the 
deaths to stadium (mis)management, inefficient 
security, inept crowd control, poor match timing, a 
ticketing debacle and heavy downpour, the underlying 
behavior was rooted in superstitious beliefs 
surrounding a local derby. 

  
Juju Practices by Teams 
The following have been identified as indicators of a 
team that is deeply involved with Juju practices in East 
African soccer, and around the African continent: 
Players jump over the wall of the stadium before the 
match; team bus drives straight onto the field; Players 
refuse to change in the dressing room; Players enter 
the field wearing the wrong colour jerseys; Players 
refuse to shake the opponent’s hand; Players urinate 
on the pitch (to counter juju); Players throw something 
into the opponent’s goalpost; The goalkeeper hides 
something inside his goalpost; Players wear white 
handkerchiefs, necklaces and other ‘talisman’; 
Burying animals or chicken parts in the goal area; 
Mysterious appearance of animals such as hares, 
foxes, and even baboons on the pitch during a match; 
Sudden bursts of lightning and in some cases affecting 
only one team and their supporters accompanied with 
a huge downpour with strong winds and Mysterious 
episodes of players of one team feeling dizzy, 
nauseous and fatigued; among others (Niehaus, 2015; 
Pannenborg, 2010). A match between Uganda and 
Rwanda in 2002 was temporarily brought to a halt 
when Ugandan players suspected the Rwandese 
goalkeeper of having a “muti:  at the goal post. 
According to Carlin (2003) 
 

As the players stepped on to the pitch the 
Ugandans cast leery glances at the Rwandan 
goalkeeper, Mohammud Mossi. Mossi, a 
flamboyant and fully paid-up member of the 
gratuitously acrobatic school of goalkeeping, 
did nothing to allay their misgivings. Holding 
up his gloved hands to them, he said: 'I've got 
electric juju today. It's so strong you can't see 
it.' Within 15 minutes of the start, the game 
had descended into a bloodbath. Mossi was 
to blame. A couple of great early saves had 
provided both the crowd (60,000 crammed 
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into a stadium with an official capacity of 
45,000) and the Ugandan players with 
conclusive evidence that the Rwandan keeper 
was invoking the aid of supernatural agents. 
One Ugandan player charged at Mossi and 
tried to tear off his gloves. Another started 
digging behind the Rwandan goal line with 
his hands, frenetically searching for the 
offending juju. That was it. Mayhem. The 
mother and father of all punch-ups. Blood-
spattered shirts all round. One Ugandan 
player got off the bench and hit a Rwandan, 
Jimmy Gatete, over the head with his boot. 
Blood poured down Gatete's shirt from a gash 
on his brow. Then the police entered the fray. 
Not to stop the players from fighting, but to 
pile into the plucky Rwandans, who forgot 
where they were, ignored the baying crowd, 
and were giving as good as they got. The 
referee ordered the players off the pitch. 
(https://www.theguardian.com/football/2003
/jul/13/sport.comment3). 
 

 
Similar witchcraft occurrences have been cited in 
Rwanda  (Dowd, 2016; Payne 2016), Uganda 
(Musungu, 2017), Tanzania (Chuma 2018), and Kenya  
( Lacey 2002; Menya, 2010). This prevalence of 
witchcraft in East African football is deeply grounded 
in the traditional practices of relying on a medicine 
man and alternative solutions parallel to western 
approaches of healing and treatment of sicknesses.  
According to Ptacek (2016) a few theories for how 
superstitions arise in the realm of sport are important 
in understanding why superstitions are so prevalent 
among athletes. The author traces the presence of 
superstitions on B.F. Skinner’s reinforcement model 
and accidental operant conditioning. In this situation, 
an irrelevant action is reinforced; therefore, a causal 
relationship is formed between the irrelevant action 
and the reinforcement, thus creating a superstition 
(Skinner, 1948). In his experiment with pigeons, 
Skinner gave them food at irregular intervals. 
Whatever the birds were doing at the time they were 
reinforced with the food, resulting in some birds 
associating food with walking in their cages, turning 
their head, among other actions. This reinforcement 
model translates to sport in that an irrelevant action, 
such as wearing a certain pair of socks, could be 
reinforced by winning the game. Therefore, an athlete 
is more likely to wear those socks for the next game or 
acquire other superstitious behaviors that he/she thinks 
were related to the successful performance. Players 
believe that using some potions or muti gives them 
confidence and it also minimizes any fears, therefore 

they apply themselves to fully striving to win (Niehaus 
2015). 
Another possible explanation for how superstitions are 
thought to arise is through the uncertainty hypothesis. 
According to the uncertainty hypothesis (Burger and 
Lynn, 2005), superstitious people believe the outcome 
of certain events is determined partly by controllable 
forces and partly by uncontrollable forces. 
Controllable forces include those under the 
individual’s own power (e.g., executing the 
techniques, preparing for a match), as well as those 
under the control of other people or sources of power 
(e.g., opponent’s skills, quality of an opponent). 
Uncontrollable forces are those identified by 
attribution researchers (e.g., Weiner, 1985) as chance 
or luck. The uncertainty hypothesis maintains that the 
more people attribute outcomes to chance or luck, the 
more likely it is that they will turn to superstition. In 
essence, the superstitious individual is trying to 
transform some of the uncontrollable forces into 
controllable forces, and thereby increase the likelihood 
of obtaining the desired outcome.  
In soccer, players of one team have no control over the 
ability and expertise of their opponents. They, 
therefore, resort to magical powers of the sorcerer to 
put some measure of control so that the opponents may 
not play at their full potential on the day. On the other 
hand, resorting to sorcerers to control the level of 
performance of the opponents also elevates the 
confidence and conviction of the recipients to go out 
and perform at their very best based on the sorcerer’s 
assurance. According to Schippers and Van Lange 
(2006), superstitious rituals differ from a normal 
routine in that the person gives the action a special, 
magical significance. However, the distinction 
between superstition and preparing for the game is not 
always clear. For African players, visiting a sorcerer 
and undergoing the special rituals is part and parcel of 
preparing for a match. Hence Vyse (1997) argued that 
‘‘It is often difficult to draw the line between 
superstition and useful preparation’’ (p. 90). For some 
superstitious rituals, it is easy to see that they have no 
function in a useful preparation, but most superstitions 
are difficult to distinguish from preparing for 
performance. One inescapable fact is that a function of 
rituals is preparing mentally for each performance. In 
this sense, rituals seem to serve a rational and useful 
purpose especially for players with an external locus 
of control, who tend to exhibit greater levels of ritual 
commitment than players with an internal locus of 
control (Schippers and Van Lange, 2006). 
Lastly, superstitions may work through the 
psychological states, and in particular confidence (or 
self-efficacy). “Self-confidence is widely acclaimed 
by theorists, researchers, and practitioners as the most 
critical psychological characteristic influencing sport 
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performance” (Vealey, Hayashi, Garner-Holman, and 
Giacobbi, 1998, p. 54). A meta-analysis examining 
self-efficacy and sport performance showed that the 
correlation was .38, which is moderate and positive 
(Moritz, Feltz, Fahrbach, and Mack, 2000). Moritz and 
colleagues also explained that this result is 
exceptionally generalizable, due to the wide range of 
studies in their review. 
 
Conclusion 
Superstition is acting as though there is, or believing 
there is, a cause and effect connection between certain 

behaviors and positive outcomes where there is no 
rational direct association. Superstitions in football has 
been reported in Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda, and 
Kenya, among others. There is widespread use of 
sorcery to influence performance across the East 
African region. It is interesting that despite advances 
in sports science and the investment in professional 
training for coaches and other supportive technical 
personnel, a juju still has influence in the locker room 
and on the field of performance to the dismay of many 
educated coaches and soccer leaders and players.  
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